PowerPoint Pro 2.0: Course Outline
Click Here to Sign Up Now for the
BIWS PowerPoint Pro Course
The BIWS PowerPoint Pro 2.0 course is the only training on the market at any price that teaches you
how to master PowerPoint as it is used in investment banking, private equity, hedge funds, and other
finance roles.
The course is not about just shape insertion, alignment, and formatting; it’s about gaining true mastery
of PowerPoint by optimizing your setup and interface, learning the fundamentals up through advanced
slide-creation strategies, and then putting it all into practice with pitch books, company and deal
profiles, and all types of presentations used in the finance industry.
▪

You can use the course in 4 different ways: you’re in “last-minute cram mode” (less than 5
hours of time); you want to move from “beginner/intermediate” to “advanced” (~10 hours), you
want to master PowerPoint from the ground up (20+ hours), or you simply want practice
exercises, company/deal profile templates, and example presentations (~5 hours).

▪

There are 49 videos total, with accompanying PowerPoint and Excel files. That amounts to 20
hours of video altogether, which may seem like a lot. But don’t worry: everything is broken into
bite-sized chunks (including a Table of Contents for each lesson) so you can digest it easily.

▪

All the content is downloadable to your preferred device (works with QuickTime and most
other media players, and on desktops, laptops, tablets, and smartphones).

▪

Test yourself with built-in, interactive quiz questions: Answer questions as you move through
the lessons, or complete end-of-module quizzes and test your knowledge there. There are 80
practice quiz questions total, so you can test your knowledge across all topic areas.

▪

Learn by watching or by reading: We include full, word-for-word transcripts for all 20 hours of
video (207,000 words altogether), and we provide over 197 pages of written notes on the key
lessons, commands, and shortcuts.

▪

Easily track your progress: As you move through the lessons, you can check off what you’ve
completed and what’s still on your “to-do” list.

▪

Fast answers to all your questions: Our expert support team is standing by to answer any
questions you have about any of the content, 365 days a year.

▪

Included Lifetime Access: You also get lifetime access, so you can come back to the course
whenever you need it – whether that’s in 1 month, 1 year, or 10 years.

What Others Are Saying About Our Courses...
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“Brian Broke Down the Sessions into Easily Digestible Segments That Made the Learning Process
Smooth and Well-Paced.”

“I Really Benefited Hugely From the Website.”

“Without This Tutorial for I-Banking I Probably Would Have Gotten Fired.”
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“The Excel, PowerPoint and Valuation Courses Basically Broke Me into Consulting.”

PowerPoint Pro 2.0 Course Highlights
In this course, you'll become a pro at PowerPoint by creating a sell-side M&A / valuation pitch book for
Jazz Pharmaceuticals from the ground up. You'll also get examples of pitch books and presentations
across different industries and deal scenarios, and you'll get practice creating company and deal profiles
of your own, and recreating and fixing slides in the main presentation here.
You'll start in Module 1 by setting up PowerPoint and customizing it properly, and then you'll get a Quick
Start Guide to the course with tips on using it efficiently.
Then you'll learn about shapes, text, alignment, distribution, grouping, and more, in Module 2, including
little-known but powerful features such as the Format Dipper, Default Shapes, and Ninja Lines for
alignment; Module 3 will show you how to use the Slide Master and Sections like a pro, including the
differences between normal text and shapes and "Placeholder" text and shapes.
You'll master Excel paste-ins and using data from Word and other sources in Module 4, and then you'll
put the finishing touches on your presentation in Module 5.
In the last three modules of the course, we take a "survey" approach and look at a variety of pitch books
and presentations across different industries so you can get a better sense of how PowerPoint is used in
real life. And in the last two modules, you'll get a dozen practice exercises creating, recreating, and fixing
various slides - including alternate company profiles, additional slides not in the main presentation, and
more.
By the end, you'll shave hours off your PowerPoint time each day and become the most efficient person
in your office.
Course Resources:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

PowerPoint Shortcuts – Quick Reference
Course Quick Start Guide and Study Plans – Quick Reference
Jazz Pharmaceuticals – Sell-Side M&A and Valuation Pitch Book
Jazz Pharmaceuticals – Valuation Analysis (Excel)
Presentation and Pitch Book Database (Excel)
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▪

5 Company Profile Templates and 2 Deal Case Study Templates

Module 1: Overview and PowerPoint Setup
In this module, you’ll learn how and why PowerPoint is used in the finance industry, and why mastery of
the key shortcuts and tricks can save you hours of time each day – resulting in a better life, higher pay,
and better promotion and exit opportunities.
You’ll get a tour of the PowerPoint interface, and you’ll learn how to set up the Quick Access Toolbar
(QAT), the slide master, and the formatting rules you’ll use over and over again.
You will also see examples of the real-life uses of PowerPoint, including in pitch books in investment
banking and investment recommendations in private equity and hedge funds.
The final lesson of this module gives you a Quick Start Guide you can use to decide which lessons to
focus on and which lessons to skip if you have limited time to complete this course.
1.1 PowerPoint Pro 2.0: Overview and Why This Course is Different from Everything Else Out There
(21:06)
In this lesson, you’ll learn why PowerPoint is so important in the finance industry, how mastery of
PowerPoint can save you hours of time each day, and the most effective way to become a pro in this
course.
1.2 Tour of the PowerPoint Interface (16:43)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how the PowerPoint user interface is set up, how the ribbon menu works, how
to edit slides and move around, and how you can modify the interface to increase your efficiency.
1.3 Setting Up PowerPoint Correctly with the Quick Access Toolbar (QAT), Slide Master, and
Formatting (21:27)
You will learn how to set up your slides, your Slide Master, and your Quick Access Toolbar (QAT) for
maximum efficiency in this lesson, and you’ll see why it’s critical to create your own custom keyboard
shortcuts for certain commands.
1.4 How You Use PowerPoint for Pitch Books, Investment Recommendations, and More (8:34)
In this lesson, you’ll see a few examples of finished presentations and completed exercises that you’re
going to build toward in the course – and you’ll understand our “macro and micro” approach to
PowerPoint.
1.5 Quick Start Guide to This Course (7:48)
This lesson will introduce you to the course and give you a few different study plans you can use to
complete the lesson, regardless of whether you have 5 hours or 25 hours of time.

Module 2: Shapes, Slides, Alignment, and Distribution
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In this module, you’ll get a crash course on how to insert, format, align, group, and distribute shapes in
PowerPoint, and you’ll practice your skills with numerous slides taken from a finished pitch book
presentation for Jazz Pharmaceuticals.
In addition to all the standard commands for editing and formatting shapes and text, you’ll learn about
features that few others know about, such as the Format Dipper, Default Shapes, and Ninja Lines for
alignments that would ordinarily be impossible via the built-in PowerPoint commands.
You’ll also learn about connector lines for creating hierarchy diagrams, the “Merge Shape” feature for
creating odd-shaped boxes and Harvey Balls, and the SmartArt feature for process diagrams, hierarchies,
and more.
2.1 Shortcuts You Already Know (17:32)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how general Windows/Office shortcuts you already know apply to PowerPoint
– and you’ll get practice moving around and editing shapes and navigating the presentation.
2.2 Inserting, Aligning, and Distributing Shapes (37:15)
In this lesson – the most important one in the entire course – you’ll learn how to insert, align, and
distribute shapes in PowerPoint, including the key commands and keyboard shortcuts. You’ll get
practice creating a slide to summarize the operational scenarios in our model, and another slide that
summarizes the roles and responsibilities in an M&A process.
2.3 Grids, Rulers, Drawing Guides, and Smart Guides (32:17)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to zoom in and out, set up the ruler, and set up grids and drawing guides
in PowerPoint to automate the shape alignment process. You’ll also learn how to create your own
custom drawing guides on the Slide Master, and you’ll see how to use Smart Guides to automate some
of the shape distribution process.
2.4 Inserting and Editing Text: Font Sizes, Alignment, and Tab Stops (23:54)
You will learn how to insert text boxes, select the proper settings, and adjust font sizes, font faces, and
other formatting elements, as well as the alignment and tab stops used for text in this lesson.
2.5 Inserting and Editing Text: Spacing, Margins, and Bullets (38:39)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to properly set the spacing and internal margins for text boxes and
shapes that contain text to ensure proper alignment; you’ll also learn how to insert and modify bullets,
and you’ll get practice creating a full 1-page company profile for Amgen.
2.6 Formatting Shapes and the Format Dipper (18:53)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to use the Format Dipper and the Format Painter in PowerPoint to quickly
and easily format multiple shapes and adjust for some of the limitations imposed by those tools.
2.7 Grouping Shapes and Sending Them Forward and Backward (26:22)
You’ll get practice sending shapes forward and backward and grouping and ungrouping them in this
lesson, and you’ll learn how to create “arrow diagrams” for summarizing key points in a presentation,
using all the shortcuts you’ve learned so far.
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2.8 Using Default Shapes to Accelerate Your PowerPoint Speed (19:44)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to use Default Shapes in PowerPoint to save time when formatting text
boxes, shapes, and lines – and you’ll understand the advantages and disadvantages of this powerful, but
often misused, feature.
2.9 Creating Connector Lines for Shapes (26:13)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to create connector lines efficiently to build corporate/legal structure
diagrams and hierarchies in PowerPoint – and you’ll get practice creating your own slide for Jazz
Pharmaceuticals and fixing all the formatting there.
2.10 Using Ninja Lines to Accomplish Impossible Alignments (18:23)
You will learn how to use “ninja lines” (created by another PowerPoint expert) to accomplish impossible
or very difficult alignments in this lesson, including the alignment and distribution of smaller shapes
within larger ones, and alignment along mismatched sides of shapes.
2.11 Merging Shapes to Create Odd-Sized Boxes and Harvey Balls (26:56)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to use the “Merge Shapes” command in PowerPoint to create odd-sized
boxes with different corner styles, custom shapes, and Harvey Balls, and you’ll get practice applying the
command to a company profile summary slide.
2.12 Using SmartArt for Process Diagrams, Hierarchies, and More (23:12)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to use SmartArt to automate the process of building complex shapes and
diagrams in PowerPoint – and you’ll learn the advantages and disadvantages of using SmartArt instead
of manually inserting and editing shapes.

Module 3: The Slide Master and Sections for Organization
In this module, you’ll take a step back from individual shapes, text boxes, and slides, and learn how to
manipulate PowerPoint presentations at a higher level with the Slide Master, Sections, and viewing
modes.
You’ll start with a crash course on the Slide Master, and you’ll learn all its advantages and
disadvantages, and cases where it might be useful or not so useful. You will also get practice creating a
template slide for company profiles in a pitch book.
Then, you’ll learn how to use Sections to organize and rearrange presentations, and you’ll gain
familiarity with the different slide viewing modes in PowerPoint and how they can help you fix problems
in the presentation.
3.1 Slide Master Overview and Use Cases (44:41)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to use the Slide Master to create templates and elements that appear on
every slide in a PowerPoint presentation; you’ll also learn the advantages and disadvantages of the Slide
Master, and you’ll see why it’s *not* necessarily as helpful as you might think.
3.2 Creating a Company Profile Template with the Slide Master (19:04)
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You will get practice using the Slide Master to create a template for a company profile for use in a pitch
book in this lesson; you’ll also get practice applying the layout (template) you create and converting an
existing slide in the presentation to one that uses the template.
3.3 Inserting, Deleting, and Moving Around Slides and Sections (23:02)
You will learn how to navigate through a presentation and move around slides, create sections, and
rearrange the slide order quickly by using sections in this lesson. You’ll also get practice fixing an out-oforder presentation that’s missing key slides.
3.4 The Different Modes of Viewing PowerPoint Slides (22:40)
In this lesson, you’ll learn about the different viewing modes in PowerPoint, including the Slide Show
and Reading Modes, the Outline View, and the modes from previous lessons (Slide Master, Normal
View, and the Slide Sorter View).

Module 4: Using Excel and Word Data, Pictures, and Tables
In this module, you will learn how to paste in data, graphs, and charts from Excel, Word, and Internet
searches, and you’ll understand how to format it correctly within PowerPoint.
You’ll begin with several lessons on how to paste in Excel data, financial models, and graphs, and you’ll
learn the different ways to paste in objects and how you can save time when doing so. You’ll also learn
more about a few specific types of graphs that are tricky to format, such as the “football field” valuation
graph.
Then, you will get practice pasting in company logos for use in profile and potential buyer/seller slides,
and you’ll learn the trade-offs of different methods of pasting in data from Word. Finally, you’ll conclude
the module with a lesson on tables in PowerPoint, and you’ll understand how to use them and format
them with ease.
4.1 Pasting in Excel and Financial Models (43:33)
In this lesson, you will learn the 3 key principles of pasting Excel data and financial models into
PowerPoint, and you’ll get practice pasting the missing Excel data into the pitch book here and
formatting everything appropriately.
4.2 Inserting Excel Graphs and Charts (32:08)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to insert, format, and manipulate Excel charts and graphs in PowerPoint,
including how to tweak small parts of graphs, add and remove elements, and properly align and
distribute charts on existing slides.
4.3 Inserting and Formatting “Football Field” Valuation Graphs (25:58)
You will learn how to insert and format “football field” valuation summary graphs in this lesson,
including how you might ungroup shapes, format individual components, and re-align and distribute
everything properly on slides.
4.4 Pasting in Company Logos (34:51)
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You will learn how to paste in images such as company logos in this lesson, including how to find the
correct images on Google, how to adjust transparency and background colors, and how to align and
distribute logos within the slides of a presentation.
4.5 Inserting Text from Word (12:40)
You will learn how to insert text from Word into PowerPoint in this lesson, including the different
options for formatting it and maintaining some, all, or none, of the original source formatting.
4.6 Inserting and Formatting Tables (20:51)
You will learn how to insert, format, and align and distribute tables in PowerPoint in this lesson,
including the key shortcuts for layout and design that you’ll use over and over again when creating
tables in client presentations.

Module 5: Finishing Touches
In this module, you’ll learn how to apply “finishing touches” to a PowerPoint presentation by inserting
page numbers, footnotes, and labels, and then properly incorporating and checking your MD’s feedback,
notes, and markup on your presentation.
You’ll also learn how to complete “final checks” for grammar, spelling, spacing, alignment, and more,
and how to avoid common problems and oversights.
5.1 Page Numbers, Footnotes, and Labels (27:42)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to add page numbers, footnotes, and labels to a presentation, and you’ll
understand why it’s *not* necessarily a great idea to use the Slide Master to make these changes.
5.2 Incorporating an MD’s Markup and Changes (27:11)
You will learn how to read and interpret a Managing Director’s marked-up copy of a presentation in this
lesson, and how to incorporate all his/her changes in your presentation – including parts that you need
to fix in Excel rather than PowerPoint.
5.3 Spelling, Grammar, and Layout Fixes (35:02)
You will learn how to check the spelling, grammar, fonts, spacing, and other alignment/consistency
issues in this lesson and fix mistakes that others may not have noticed when reviewing your
presentation.

Module 6: Presentation and Pitch Book Examples
In this module, you’ll gain exposure to different types of pitch books, client presentations, and
investment recommendation presentations used by real banks and other finance firms.
Rather than focusing on specific shortcuts or the mechanics of slide creation, here we look at
presentations at a much higher level and show you the key components of M&A, valuation, deal process
update, equity/debt, and industry overview presentations; we also cover CIMs, placement memos, and
management presentations.
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You’ll also learn how to structure and present investment recommendations in private equity and hedge
fund interviews, and you’ll get a few example presentations from our other courses that you can repurpose for your interviews.
6.1 The Presentation List (11:39)
In this lesson, you’ll get an overview of the Presentation List provided in the course, and learn how you
can use it to find presentations according to different criteria such as industry focus and profile type.
6.2 Valuations, Fairness Opinions, and Deal Process Updates (22:27)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how presentations for valuations, Fairness Opinions, and deal process updates
are typically structured, and you’ll get a few examples of shorter and longer presentations from
investment banks that cover these topics.
6.3 Industry Overview and Sector Update Presentations (23:51)
You will learn how banks structure and lay out industry overview and sector update presentations in this
lesson, including several examples created by real banks across all geographies, industries, and deal
types.
6.4 Placement Memos, CIMs, and Management Presentations (22:15)
You will learn how Confidential Information Memorandum (CIM) presentations and management
presentations are set up in this lesson, and you’ll see examples of real CIMs and management
presentations used by banks.
6.5 Equity, Debt, and Non-M&A Deal Presentations (21:25)
In this lesson, you will see a few examples of equity and debt-related presentations from investment
banks, and you’ll learn how they differ from M&A, valuation, and “deal process update” presentations.
6.6 Private Equity and Hedge Fund Investment Recommendation Presentations (26:27)
In this lesson, you will learn how to structure private equity and hedge fund investment
recommendation presentations in PowerPoint, and you’ll get several examples of different
recommendation presentations from throughout our other courses.

Module 7: Company and Deal Profiles
In this module, you’ll get practice creating different types of company and deal profiles for use in pitch
books and other presentations.
You’ll start with the familiar one-page profile format, then learn how to create a two-page profile, and
then you’ll get practice with two-profile-per-slide and four-profile-per-slide layouts, as well as with a
profile summary that lists 5-10 companies on the same slide.
Finally, you’ll wrap up by creating a “deal case study slide” that you might use in a pitch book or even as
a supplement for your own resume, and you’ll learn how to create the same deal case study over
multiple slides for use in an assessment center exercise.
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7.1 One-Page Company Profile (18:20)
You’re already familiar with the one-page company profile format, so in this lesson you’ll get an
introduction to the rest of this module and you’ll complete a “warmup exercise” where you format the
Allergan profile and fix alignment/distribution/font issues.
7.2 Two-Page Company Profile (26:52)
In this lesson, you will learn how to extend the one-page company profile and turn it into a two-page
profile by adding additional charts and graphs and financial information. You’ll also get practice pasting
in and formatting pie charts that show revenue and operating income by segment for a company.
7.3 Two Company Profiles per Slide (Columns) (21:59)
You’ll learn how to create, modify, and add to a two-column layout for company profiles on a single slide
in this lesson, including how you can decide which information to keep and which information you can
cut and consolidate, and how to format the columns as appropriate.
7.4 Quadrant Profiles (Four per Slide) (24:18)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to create quadrant-style profiles (four profiles per slide), and how to
replicate and modify existing profiles when you add new ones; you’ll also learn how to decide which
information to keep, and which parts to eliminate.
7.5 Multiple Rows of Profiles on One Slide (20:44)
You will learn how to create a slide that has multiple rows of profiles in this lesson, including how to
align and distribute everything properly and how to replicate and modify the Harvey Ball shapes used to
indicate strategic and financial fit.
7.6 Deal Case Study in a Pitch Book (19:52)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to create, modify, and fix a one-slide template for a deal case study in a
pitch book presentation (using the Life Time Fitness leveraged buyout as the example deal).
7.7 Multi-Slide Deal Presentation at an Assessment Center (29:20)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to create a multi-slide deal presentation for the leveraged buyout of Life
Time Fitness, and you’ll find out how to research a deal, organize a short presentation on it, and re-use
information and slide layouts from other sources to save time.

Module 8: Practice Exercises
In this module, you will get practice completing exercises related to alignment, distribution, and
formatting in PowerPoint. The lessons here are not a “required” part of the course, but they will help
you gain speed and efficiency in PowerPoint.
You will also learn how to create some of the process diagrams and more complex slides in the Jazz
Pharmaceuticals pitch book that we skipped over earlier in the course, such as the “Other Valuation
Considerations” slide and the Process Recommendations and Timeline slides.
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Finally, you will get some useful templates in this module that you can apply to other presentations for
tasks like creating “Management Team” slides and turning a list of boring bullet points into a more
interesting set of diagrams.
8.1 Executive Title and Experience Slide (Alignment and Distribution Practice) (20:39)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to set up, align, and distribute a “Management Team” slide that lists a
synopsis of each person’s current role and past experience. You’ll have to use “Ninja Lines” and other
tricks taught in the course to properly distribute and align each section of the slide.
8.2 Bullet-Busting Exercise for Groups and Categories (27:00)
In this lesson, you’ll get practice “busting bullets” and making a boring slide with all bulleted text look
more interesting via shapes and diagrams you can use to represent categories and groups.
8.3 Exercise to Fix Small Alignment Problems (20:39)
You’ll learn how to fix small alignment, distribution, and formatting inconsistencies in this lesson by
reviewing the Profile Summary slide and applying fixes to all the smaller problems on the slide that you
may not have noticed yet.
8.4 Creating the “Other Valuation Considerations” Slide (10:31)
In this exercise lesson, you’ll get practice creating the “Other Valuation Considerations” slide with
smaller shapes distributed inside bigger ones, and you’ll see another use case for Ninja Lines in
PowerPoint.
8.5 Creating the “Process Recommendations” Slide (15:30)
In this lesson, you’ll learn how to use Ninja Lines along with the built-in alignment and distribution
features in PowerPoint to create a “Process Recommendations” slide with multiple arrows, text boxes
within the arrows, and a tricky shape at the bottom where larger shapes are aligned to smaller text
boxes.
8.6 Creating the “Process Timeline” Slide (16:27)
You’ll learn how to create the “Process Timeline” diagram in this lesson, with shapes on the inside of an
irregular arrow going across a mini-calendar on the slide, and you’ll see how Ninja Lines can be useful for
shapes with multiple boundaries.

Instructor Interaction and Your Questions… Answered
You don’t just get tons of videos, Excel and PowerPoint files, written notes and transcripts, template
profiles and presentations, and quick reference guides with this course. You also get to ask questions on
anything you don’t understand – whether it’s an entire module, just one lesson, or just one sentence of
one question.
We have a team (you can read more about everyone here) who is on call to answer questions 365 days
per year – and you can access all previous questions and answers from the thousands who have already
signed up for the course.
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You’re looking at accessing not only years of wisdom and questions and answers all in one spot, but also
the ability to get new answers on anything you need – even if it’s Christmas or New Year’s Day.
Some of our lessons have dozens of questions and answers, and more are being added every day:

I no longer offer 1-on-1 consulting, and the last time I did offer it, the price was over $300 per hour.
And even when you had hired me for a session, you couldn’t ask questions and receive responses every
day of the year.
This support function and the superb community of Breaking Into Wall Street mean that you get an
even better deal – it’s like getting a detailed guide, hiring a seasoned coach to answer your questions,
and getting to access the experience of thousands of previous and current students.

What’s Your Investment In This Course?
To put this in context, let’s look at your Return on Investment in this course…
The pay for investment banking jobs varies from year to year, but it's safe to say that even entry-level
Analysts would make at least $100,000+ USD right out of university.
At the MBA level, that climbs to $200,000 USD. And as you progress, your total compensation only gets
higher and higher; top bankers earn 7 figures annually. And every top banker had to start at the entry
level and get their foot in the door, just like you today.
Compared with the potential upside, the enrollment fee for this course is nominal:
Your investment in the full PowerPoint Pro 2.0 course (including ALL of the valuable content and training
detailed above) is just $197.
Here’s how you can think of that course enrollment fee:
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•

If you tried to learn everything here by yourself instead, it would take you at least 50-60 hours –
and you’d have no one to check your work or answer your questions. Even if you assume a rate
of only $10 per hour, self-study would cost you at least $500 – $600 worth of time.

•

Once you’re working in investment banking, you might be working on a pitch book at 3 AM –
and suddenly realize that you don’t know how to fix a formatting problem.

Leave in that kind of error and you’ll hear all about it in your year-end review – it’s a competitive field
and everyone else is hyper-attentive to detail.
Bonus tiers for Analysts can be $5,000 to $10,000 USD apart – so a simple formatting error in your pitch
could cost you $5,000 to $10,000.
And if you keep making mistakes over and over again, or you’re twice as slow as other team members to
draft presentations, well… you might not even be employed too long.
Or you could just sign up for PowerPoint Pro and prevent all that from happening.
By doing so, you:
•

Save yourself potentially hours of time each day – worth $20,000+ at an annual compensation of
$100,000, or $40,000+ at a yearly compensation of $200,000.

•

Get training that would typically cost you at least $500 – $600 in opportunity cost, and likely far
more than that.

•

Avoid the key pitfalls that might cost you $5,000, $10,000, or more in lost earnings from your
year-end bonus.

•

And significantly improve your chances of winning jobs that pay $100,000 – $200,000 or more
per year, even when you’re first starting out. That’s a 500x – 1,000x return on investment!

There is simply no other way to get this level of training… this level of support, help, and
troubleshooting on demand… this level of testing and practice… and this level of access to a community
of thousands of peers…
…at ANY price!
To date, over 22,981+ people have invested in BIWS training and gone on to secure lucrative and
stimulating jobs in the industry. I want you to be next, and I want to make this a “no-brainer” decision
for you.

Plus, You Get A No-Hassle Money-Back Guarantee
Just like every one of the BIWS products and courses, this comes with our unconditional 12-month
money back guarantee.
That’s right – take a full 12 months to evaluate everything inside the Course, and if you’re not 100%
satisfied, just contact us via the “Contact” link displayed on every page of the site and ask for your
money back. You’ll receive a prompt and courteous refund.
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There are no strings attached, no special terms or conditions, and no fine print.

Here’s What Happens Within Minutes Of You Signing Up
Once you sign up, you’ll immediately have access to the 49 instructional videos, all the PowerPoint and
Excel files, the transcripts, the written notes, the quiz questions, the quick references, the
profile/presentation examples, and the complete curriculum. And you’ll have access to our expert
support team to ask whatever questions you have.
With that comes lifetime access to the site, free upgrades, new content as we add it, and support.

Click Here to Sign Up Now for the
BIWS PowerPoint Pro Course
Best Regards,
Brian DeChesare
Mergers & Inquisitions
Breaking Into Wall Street
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